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The Story of GoVerify

GoVerify was designed to complement the existing eBusiness portal.

To make it fast, accessible, and convenient, we streamlined the app to contain only 
the most important information regarding delivery status of sales orders. GoVerify 
will allow you to quickly check when sales order line items will ship, and get 
tracking info for those that have. You can also ‘Watch’ orders to receive 
notifications via email.

Once completely shipped, a sales order will remain in GoVerify for 21 days. Order 
history, other information such as pricing, and pdf documents can still be found in 
the portal—see Order Tracking under the eShop tab.

Some types of sales orders will not appear in GoVerify.   
As of the June 2015 release of Version 1.0 these order types are included:
Standard (YSTD)
Rush (YRSH)
GoTo (ZEXP)

Questions? Reach us at:
ebusiness@boschrexroth.ca

The purpose of this guide

GoVerify is an application designed and developed by Bosch Rexroth for use by 
our own sales personnel and by our customers.  This guide is intended for 
authorized users of our application as a help in understanding the functionality of 
the application and the sales information that is displayed within it.

Authorized login credentials are required.  All information is confidential, intended 
only for approved users.
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How to use GoVerify

GoVerify can be used on a computer or phone with 
internet access.  Login credentials are required.   
See application login screen for more information.

To launch the app, open your browser and type 
www.boschrexroth.com/goverify to reach the login 
screen where you enter username and password.
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Understanding the GoVerify icons

We wanted GoVerify to be user-friendly, so we used highly visible graphic icons to 
represent the important things to know about a sales order and a sales order line.  
Has an order shipped complete?  When will a line item ship?  Has there been any 
changes to the planned ship date?  All these things and more are indicated by the 
GoVerify icons.

You will find the icons 
used throughout the 
application and in the 
emails generated by the 
application.  

At right are the icons and 
their names.  

In the pages that follow 
we define for you what 
the names mean.
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Term What it means What has happened in SAP

In Process The sales order has been entered but the 
estimated ship dates have not yet been 
confirmed.  Also, an order 
acknowledgement has not been  posted 
on the portal.  Unconfirmed lines added  
to acknowledged orders will show as In 
Process until confirmed.

Sales order header has been 
created. Sales order line(s) have 
been created.  Sales order has 
been saved.

Acknowledged The sales order acknowledgement 
(downloadable pdf) is now on the portal 
and the estimated ship dates are now 
confirmed for the line items. 

Sales order dates confirmed, order 
queued for acknowledgement.  
The background process to create 
the print output acknowledgement 
has run.  

Moved In A line item has been reacknowledged
with a new estimated ship date that is 
earlier than the last formally 
acknowledged date. This can apply to 
one or more line items or scheduled 
quantities. 

The sales order line scheduled
date has been changed, the 
change has been saved, and the 
order queued for 
reacknowledgement.

Moved Out A line item has been reacknowledged
with a new estimated ship date that is 
later than the last formally acknowledged 
date. This can apply to one or more line 
items or scheduled quantities.

The sales order line scheduled
date has been changed, the 
change has been saved, and the 
order queued for 
reacknowledgement.

Pending A line item has some quantity that is 
being prepared for shipment. This can 
apply to a partial shipment of a line item 
and/or can apply to one or more line 
items.

An outbound delivery has been 
created.  Goods for the quantity 
listed on the outbound have not 
yet been issued.

GoVerify terminology

In designing GoVerify terms were chosen to define the status “buckets” that the 
sales order lines fall into.  Below are those terms defined and in relation to SAP 
transactions.
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Term What it means What has happened in SAP

Past Due The estimated ship date for a 
scheduled quantity is in the past. A 
new estimated ship date has not been 
confirmed. This can apply to one or 
more line items or scheduled 
quantities.

An acknowledged sales order line will 
move into this bucket if the current 
confirmed ship date for a scheduled line 
has passed.

Blocked The sales order has been blocked 
and/or line item(s) have been blocked. 
Reasons for Blocks will vary.  The 
customer’s buyer should contact 
Rexroth regarding the order. Blocks 
can delay order fulfillment.

A block has been applied at the Sales 
Order or Sales Order Line level.  Block 
reasons can include Financial or Technical 
or Logistical holds.  

Shipped A line item has some quantity that has 
been shipped. This can apply to a 
partial quantity of a line item and/or 
can apply to one or more line items.  
Once the quantity of a particular 
outbound delivery has been shipped, it 
will no longer appear as pending.

A goods issue transaction has been 
completed against the relevant outbound 
delivery.  A tracking number may have 
been entered.  Some locations have batch 
jobs to upload tracking numbers – there 
may be a time delay between shipped 
notification and availability of tracking 
information.

Next 7 
days

A line item carries an estimated ship 
date that is on the current date or 
within the next seven days from the 
current date.

Not transaction related, changes with the 
passage of time.

2-3 
Weeks

A line item carries an estimated ship 
date that is no sooner than 8 days 
from the current date and is no later 
than 21 days from the current date.

Not transaction related, changes with the 
passage of time.

> 3 
Weeks

A line item carries an estimated ship 
date which is later than 21 days in the 
future.

Not transaction related, changes with the 
passage of time.

GoVerify terminology

In designing GoVerify terms were chosen to define the status “buckets” that the 
sales order lines fall into.  Below are those terms defined and in relation to SAP 
transactions.
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GoVerify Dashboard layout on a phone

Below is the way a Following dashboard looks on a phone.  Other phone screens 
will be detailed later in this guide.

Main Menu, includes 
Filters, Following (Setup), 
Advanced Search, 
Watched Orders, User 
Profile, and Sign Out.

Filter Icon.  Touch to 
display current Filters in 
use or to change them.  

Note:  A       indicates that 
the Filters in use are not 
the same as your Defaults.

Icon indication for the followed 
Ship To / Sold To customer 
combination.  

Gray icons indicate no data. 
Balloon numbers represent the 
number of sales orders that have 
at least one line fitting that status.

Refresh button.  Shows 
the date and time of the 
last refresh (in Canada 
= Central Standard 
Time (CST))

Names and numbers for the Sold 
To / Ship To customers in this 
Following are hidden at the top 
under the header bar.

Home button.  Will 
return you to your 
default Following.

Opens Exact Search, to search by Sales 
or Purchase Order number or by Ship To 
Customer number if exact values known

Use the back button in your 
phone’s browser to return to 
the previous screen.  Location 
of this button varies by phone.  
Pictured is an iPhone.

• Touching any active icon runs a dashboard search for the 
sales orders / sales order lines matching that status.

Swipe up and down to reveal 
hidden parts of the following 

screen.  The amount of hidden 
information will vary by the size 

of your phone.
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GoVerify Dashboard layout on a computer

The layout for GoVerify on a computer takes advantage of the additional space.  
Most notably the search results from the dashboard are displayed on the same 
screen as the dashboard.

• Clicking any active icon runs a dashboard search for the 
sales orders / sales order lines matching that status.

Main Menu, includes Filters, 
Views (Setup), Advanced 
Search, Watched Orders, 
User Profile, and Sign Out.

Scrollable list of the 
customers that are 
part of the currently 
displayed View.

Icon indication for the customers in 
the displayed View.

Gray icons indicate no data. 
Balloon numbers represent the 
number of sales orders that have 
at least one line fitting that status.

Filter controls.  Change Filters in 
use, save Filter changes for the 
View, or Show All to see all data 
without any Product Groups filtered

Name of View 
currently displayed

Home button.  Will return 
you to your default View.

Exact Search, to search by 
Sales or Purchase Order 
number or by Ship To Customer 
number if exact values known

Click the Watch button 
anywhere on Search Results 
or Order Details screens to 
add an order to your watch list.
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Dashboard Search Results on a computer

Clicking or touching an icon on a computer or phone dashboard will pull up a list of 
sales orders that meet the criteria defined by the customer(s) included in the 
Following or View, the Filter(s) applied, and by the icon selected.

For instance…

Icon selected:  
> 3 Weeks

Current View name and 
saved Filter values

Confirmation of Searched Status

Confirmation 
of number of 
results

Results are displayed collapsed 
(headers only).  On computers you 
may expand all orders or one at a time.

Sales order headers include a status 
bar that shows icons representing the 
summarized status of the entire order.
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Dashboard Search Results on a phone

On the phone Search Results open a new window.  Sales Order headers are 
shown, and any displayed order can be added to your watch list, expanded, or you 
may launch Order Details.  

For instance…

Icon selected:  
Acknowledged

Confirmation of Searched Status

Results are displayed collapsed 
(headers only).  On phones you may 
only expand one order at a time.

On any search results screen in GoVerify, the       
button will open the Order Details for the Sales Order.  
When Order Details are opened, all of the Sales 
Order’s lines will be displayed. 

Swipe up and 
down through 
the results, 
however many 
there are.  If a 
search on a 
phone will 
exceed 1,000 
results you will 
be asked to add 
criteria to 
reduce the 
results count.  
On a dashboard 
search that 
could be 
applying more 
Product Filters.  
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Important things to understand about Dashboard Searches

GoVerify is all about trying to get you to the data you need, as quickly as possible.  
This is the origin of the dashboard search concept used.  To take full advantage of 
GoVerify, you will want to understand these important points about how the 
Dashboard search works.

• When you expand a Sales Order in Search Results, ONLY the lines of that 
order relevant to the search performed are displayed.

• There may be many more lines on the Sales Order that were not 
returned because they do not fit the Status selected (e.g. Shipped, 
Pending, Past Due)

• You can see the entire sales order by going to Order Details
• When you see a link in search results that says View More or See 

Details, that link will also take you to Order Details, but it will scroll to 
the Sales Order Line that you clicked or tapped from  

• To further make the Dashboard Search results relevant to your needs, we 
have added these additional criteria to the searches for Past Due, Shipped, 
and Acknowledged:

• Results from Dashboard Past Due include ONLY lines that are past 
due and not yet shipped.

• Lines that have shipped and were past due when they shipped can 
be found by using Advanced Search

• Results from Shipped includes only those shipments that were made 
in the last 21 days, and lines with split shipments.

• Shipments from more than 21 days prior to the current date may be 
found by using Advanced Search.

• Acknowledged searches from the Dashboard return orders which 
have been acknowledged in the last 21 days.

• Please remember that Sales Orders that have shipped complete will “time 
out” of GoVerify 21 days after the final shipment and close of the order.
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The Order Details screen

Once a user has reached the order details screen, they can view the current status 
of all lines on the sales order.  This data is real time, pulled from SAP when the 
screen is opened or refreshed.

From Order Details a user may launch a communication to the Inside Sales 
Representative that is responsible for the Sold To account.  If no Inside Sales 
Representative has been recorded in SAP for the account, the function will not be 
available.

Sales Order 
Number

Touch or click envelope to 
launch CSR communication

Click the      throughout 
GoVerify to open a pop-
up with more details

If the         is active the order has 
been entered with a Mark Number –
the purchase order number of the 
customer’s customer.  Click or Tap 
to open – the number will be 
displayed in a new tab.

Sales Order Lines can be expanded to show 
Schedule Lines and when present their 
Deliveries.  Each Schedule Line will display 
its own status (pending, shipped, etc).  
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Sending an email from GoVerify

When you ‘Watch’ orders in GoVerify you will receive emails automatically as the 
lines of the sales order move from one status to another.   These are discussed 
further in a later section of this document.  

From Order Details, you may also send emails via GoVerify to the CSR recorded 
for the account.    Below is an image showing what the dialog box to enter a CSR 
communication looks like.

You will have noticed by now that the GoVerify icons appear on many screens.  
The following pages explain their meanings when displayed at the Sales Order 
level, and the Sales Order Line level, and at the Schedule Line level.



Below the header is a row of icons that summarize all of the statuses for all of the Sales Order’s 
lines, schedule lines, and deliveries.  Since a sales order can have multiple lines that are fulfilled at 
different points in time, there can be many icons activated.  Here’s what some of the combinations 
mean:

Order is not Acknowledged, dates are not yet confirmed.  Should 
only appear for In Process orders.

Order has shipped complete, dates were met to the first 
acknowledged ship dates.

Order has shipped complete, but at least one delivery was past 
due when shipped.

Order has open items and at least one of the line items on the order 
has shipped. At least, one delivery went past due when shipped. 

Order has open items and some items have been moved in and 
moved out from the first acknowledged ship date.  

Order has open items and some pending items. There are items that 
were moved in. 

Order has open items and at least one of the line items on the order 
has shipped. There are also line items that are pending and moved 
out. 

Order has open items that went past due. Some line items were 
moved in and moved out. There is also a quantity that is pending.

Order has open items and at least one line item has shipped. There 
are some line items that went past due, were moved in and moved 
out, and are pending
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Icon indication for Sales Orders

When you see icons in a Sales Order header as a row underneath the header, they indicate the 
summary status of the order and all of its lines.

Within the header near the sales order number is a single icon that defines 
whether the sales order is In Process, Acknowledged, or Blocked.



At the Search Result or Order Details level, lines can have multiple icon combinations. The icons 
represent a summary of schedule lines and delivery lines. Here’s what some of the combinations 
mean:

Order may or may not be Acknowledged, but this specific line does not have a 
confirmed ship date and is still In Process. 

This line item has open items and is past due. There are also items that are pending.

This line item has open items and a partial shipment that has shipped. Some items 
were moved in. 

This line item has open items that were moved out and past due. There are items that 
are pending. 

All items have shipped. This line is complete. 

This line item has open items and a partial shipment that has shipped. There are items 
that are pending. 

This line item has open items and a partial shipment that has shipped. There are items 
that were moved in, moved out, past due, and are pending.
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Icon indication for Sales Order Lines

When you see icons next to a sales order line, it means that those icons represent the summary 
status of that specific line. The line’s icons can been viewed from either the search results or order 
details level.



At the Order Detail level, schedule lines can have multiple icon combinations. The icons represent 
a summary of that line and the deliveries line. Here’s what some of the combinations mean:

The schedule line item has shipped complete and is closed.

Schedule line has shipped, but before it shipped the schedule line 
was moved out. 

Schedule line has open items that went past due.

Schedule line has open items that are pending.

Schedule line has had no shipments, it is open. 

Schedule line has open items that were moved in and moved out.

Schedule line item was past due when it shipped. 
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Icon indication for Schedule Lines

When you get down to the Order Details level, you can see each line item’s schedule lines. The 
schedule lines represent a more detailed break down for the quantity scheduled. There can be 
multiple schedule lines if an order is a split shipment.  

Schedule line has open items that were moved in and moved out. 
The schedule line is also past due and pending. 

The schedule line was moved in and went past due before it shipped.

The schedule line was moved in and moved out. The schedule line 
went past due before it shipped. 
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GoVerify Notification Emails

We are sure that one of the most popular features of GoVerify will be the automatic 
emails sent to users who put sales orders on their watch list.  This is the most 
important reason to have your own individual login credentials for GoVerify.

Below see a sample of a notification email.  The emails are sent as soon as 
possible after the triggering event – usually within an hour or two for status 
movements such as pending, shipped, and acknowledged, but only after midnight 
of the promised ship date for past due, if the shipment did not go on time.

Important things to note about Notification emails:

• Only the lines that are relevant to the notice are included in the email.

• Other lines of the Sales Order may be viewed in GoVerify by clicking the Sales 
Order number – it is a link and will launch GoVerify for you.

• In version 1.0 we were unable to include details of the shipment in the email 
notices.  The link is there for your convenience - to see all of the current 
information regarding the Sales Order and its lines.

Sales Order 
Number

All email subject lines will start 
with GoVerify Notification for 
sorting/searching convenience.

Line(s) of the sales order which are 
relevant to the notice
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Advanced Search

The purpose of Advanced Search is to give you options when Exact and 
Dashboard searches do no suffice.  Advanced Searches can be run from both 
computers and phone, but since very large amounts of data can be returned we 
recommend using on phone only when truly necessary.  

Below is a screenshot of the Advanced Search screen on a computer.   The 
functions and fields are the same on a phone, though arranged slightly differently.  

Choose from 
current supported 
order types:  
Standard, GoTo, 
and Rush

Click the 
Search button 
to execute 
once you have 
chosen your 
search criteria.

You may choose a Status 
or leave the default of 
‘Any Status’

Enter as few as three 
characters to find a 
customer by name.  On 
phones you must also tap 
the Go button to start the 
customer search.

PO numbers and Material Descriptions can be 
searched by as few as three characters.  
There is an assumed wildcard front and back, 
thus searching for ‘a2fm’ will return 
AA2FM180/61W-VSD181-S and similar 
products.  You may also insert a wildcard * 
between characters, such as in ‘a2fm*61w’
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Important things to understand about Advanced Searches

Like Dashboard Searches, Advanced Searches are powerful but can be a little hard 
to understand.  To use it effectively, please understand the following:

• Advanced Searches combine all of your entered criteria into an ‘AND’ 
search.  Therefore if you enter a partial PO # and a partial material 
description, you are instructing GoVerify to find sales orders and lines that 
have PO#s that contain your entry for PO, AND must also contain at least 
one sales order line that has a match to the partial material description you 
entered.

• When you expand a Sales Order in Search Results, ONLY the lines of that 
order relevant to the search performed are displayed.

• There may be many more lines on the Sales Order that were not 
returned because they do not fit the criteria entered (in whatever 
combination)

• You can see the entire sales order by going to Order Details
• When you see a link in search results that says View More or See 

Details, that link will also take you to Order Details, but it will scroll to 
the Sales Order Line that you clicked or tapped from  

• Unlike Dashboard Searches, Advanced Search will return lines for the 
selected Status icons WITHOUT ANY ADDITIONAL RULES:

• Results from Advanced Search for Past Due include all lines that 
were or are past due (shipped or not shipped).

• Results from Advanced Search for Shipped include all lines that fit 
any other criteria entered and have shipped, regardless of how long 
ago the shipment occurred. 

• Please remember that Sales Orders that have shipped complete will “time 
out” of GoVerify 21 days after the final shipment.  Some orders have 
deliveries made over long spans of time however, so they will remain in 
GoVerify until the last line has finally shipped and 21 days have passed.
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For more information

The online version of this document will be updated on a regular basis.  Important 
notices regarding the current status of the application will also be posted regularly.  
Both of these can be found on the GoVerify login page at 
www.boschrexroth.com/goverify

A series of tips videos and FAQs are also in development, so check back often!

Questions? Reach us at:
ebusiness@boschrexroth.ca


